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Kaon and NP
 No clear evidence of New physics so far.  Intensity frontier plays an important 
role   

 Kaon observables are sensitive to NP at a very high scale, which is not 
accessible at the LHC 

FCNC and CP violation in Kaon system are suppressed in the SM 

SM NP

If



Kaon rare decay :  and  KL ! !0""̄ K+ ! !+""̄

Brod, Gorbahn and Stamou [2105.02868], Buras, Buttazzo, Girbach-Noe, Knegjens [1503.02693] 

CKM error dominant 

SM predictions

BR(KL ! !0""̄)SM = 2.59(29) " 10#11

BR(K+ ! !+""̄)SM = 7.73(61) " 10#11

On-going experiments

@CERN@J-PARC

 Extremely rare and precise process in SM  → Golden modes

▶︎ Very rare decays BR~10-11 (Loop, GIM and CKM)
▶︎ Theoretically clean (Absence of virtual photon contribution, Hadronic matrix 
elements obtained from  with isospin symmetry)BR(K#3)

BR(KL) BR(K+)

will reach SM sensitivity 2025  
O(100) SM events in KOTO step 2

20 SM events are expected with Run1(2016-18)
Run2(2021-2024)

→ Talk by Shiomi

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.02868


 and  in the SMKL ! !0""̄ K+ ! !+""̄

▶︎ Lepton flavor conserved (  and  have same flavor :  ) → CP eigenstate

▶︎ V-A structure

" "̄ "i"̄i

 is CP-violating process in the SMKL ! !0""̄

[Buchalla, Isidori, hep-ph/9806501]

KL→π0νν and	K+→π+νν- -

Highly	suppressed	in	SM	:	BRSM~10-11

Theoretically	clean		(Hadronic	matrix	element	can	be	estimated	using	isospin	sym.)

KL→	π0νν is	purely	CP	violating	mode

Main	uncertainties	come	from	CKM	

KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄

K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ NA62@CERN

2019

BNL	949/E787

KOTO@J-PARC

< 3.0⇥ 10�9(90%C.L.) 2018

E391a

< 1.85⇥ 10�10(90%C.L.)

Highly	suppressed	and	theoretically	clean		
→ sensitive	to	NP

Buras et	al

Buras et	alBR(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM = (3.4± 0.6)⇥ 10�11

BR(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)SM = (8.4± 1.0)⇥ 10�11

KL !0almost 
CP odd

: Pseudo scalar 
    → CP odd

0+#

: dominant operator 
         → CP odd

"̄$%(1 # $5)"

 → CP even

▶︎ In the SM, CP-conserving contribution is negligible

▶︎ CP-conserving effect can be induced from NP (e.g. mediated by scalar,  Lepton flavor 
violation)

CP odd　→ 　CP even　 : CP violate

[see e.g. Bronco, Lavoura, Silva, CP Violation]

KL $ (K0 # K̄0)/ 2
CP !K0% = + ! K̄0%
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X $
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K+→ π+νν

& F0(ImX)2

& F+ !X !2

 : Form factorsF0, F+
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ρ

η

KL→ π0νν
K+→ π+νν Both channel can determine the CKM unitarity 

triangle independently from B meson obs.

CP-violating

CP-conserving

X $

KL→ π0νν

K+→ π+νν

& F0(ImX)2

& F+ !X !2

& &2

& [('̄ # '0)2 + &̄2]
 : CKM parametr&, '

 : Form factorsF0, F+
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 : Form factors 
→  because of 
    isospin symmetry (ΔI=1/2)

F0, F+
F0 $ F+
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BR(KL ! !0""̄)
BR(K+ ! !+""̄) ( 4.3

isospin 
relation

and isospin breaking correction

(KL
/(K+

$ 4.17

Grossman-Nir bound

[Grossman, Nir, hep-ph/9701313]

 : Form factors 
→  because of 
    isospin symmetry (ΔI=1/2)

F0, F+
F0 $ F+

Model-independent theoretical bound



 and  in the SM+NPKL ! !0""̄ K+ ! !+""̄

NP effects in  and  decay are 
highly correlated generically

KL K+

3 Simplified Models 6

Figure 1: Illustrations of common correlations in the B(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) versus B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)

plane. The expanding red region illustrates the lack of correlation for models with general

LH and RH NP couplings. The green region shows the correlation present in models obeying

CMFV. The blue region shows the correlation induced by the constraint from "K if only LH or

RH couplings are present.

should be kept in mind that usually the removal of the correlation with "K requires
subtle cancellations between di↵erent contributions to "K and consequently some
tuning of parameters [29, 49].

Unfortunately, on the basis of only these two branching ratios alone, it is not possible
to find out how important the contributions of right-handed currents are, as their e↵ects
are hidden in a single function Xe↵ . In this sense the decays governed by b ! s⌫⌫̄
transitions, which will also enter our analysis, are complementary, and the correlation
between K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ decays and B ! K(K⇤)⌫⌫̄, as well as Bs,d ! µ+µ�, can help in
identifying the presence or absence of right-handed currents.

3 Simplified Models

In studying correlations between various decays it is important to remember that

• Correlations between decays of di↵erent mesons test the flavour structure of cou-
plings or generally flavour symmetries.

• Correlations between decays of a given meson test the Dirac structure of couplings.

We will look at the first correlations by comparing those within MFV models based
on a U(3)3 flavour symmetry with the ones present in models with a minimally broken
U(2)3 flavour symmetry [50, 51]. In the latter case we will work at leading order in
the breaking of the symmetry, and therefore assume that only the left-handed quark

[Buras, Buttazzo, Knegjens, 1507.08672]

Isospin relation (ΔI=1/2) is used

)!0 !*+I=1/2 ! K̄0%
)!+ !*+I=1/2 !K+% = 1

2

ΔI=3/2 interaction (e.g. dim9 ope)
violates GN bound

GN bound is hold for lepton flavor 
violating scenario : "i"̄j(i , j)

BR(KL ! !0""̄)
BR(K+ ! !+""̄) ( 4.3

Grossman-Nir bound

[Grossman, Nir, hep-ph/9701313]
Model-independent theoretical bound
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and "0 observed in the LH-EWP scenario is absent in the LR scenario because R+
⌫⌫̄ also

depends on the real part, which is not fixed through "0/".
Imposing however the constraint from "K and therefore studying a LH-EWP scenario

limits the allowed parameter space drastically. Furthermore, as shown in Sec. 4.1 out of the
two branches in the R+

⌫⌫̄-R
0
⌫⌫̄

plane allowed by "K , the horizontal branch shown in blue is
disfavored by the requirement of suppression of �MK . In the red area we show the allowed
region for the LH-EWP scenario with "K 2 [�0.5, 0.5].

Importantly, as evident from Fig. 10, the simultaneous enhancement of KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ and
suppression of K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ branching ratios is only possible in the presence of both LH
and RH flavour-violating couplings. Also, the observables R0

⌫⌫̄
and "0 only depend on the

imaginary part of the flavour violating coupling. Therefore they are strongly correlated in the
LR as well as in the LHS scenario.

This agrees with the findings in [33], in which only QCD has been considered. The corre-
lation between R+

⌫⌫̄ and R0
⌫⌫̄

in this setup is therefore invariant under Yukawa running e↵ects.

Figure 10: The ratios for K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ and KL ! ⇡⌫⌫̄ defined in (53) are plotted.

The LR scenario shown in green and LH-EWP scenario in blue and red with "K 2

[�0.2, 0.2] and [�0.5, 0.5] respectively for a Z 0 of 3TeV. The orange line also satisfies
R�MK 2 [�1.0, 0]. The GN bound is shown in black.

5 Z Contributions: Numerics

5.1 Preliminaries

In this section we consider flavour violating (FV) Z couplings induced by FV Z 0 couplings
through SMEFT RG running e↵ects. Let us consider the LL running from the BSM scale ⇤
to the EW scale µEW. For the Wilson coe�cients of the  2H2D operators defined in Tab. 5
keeping only the top Yukawa coupling yt and neglecting the terms of O(V 2

ts
) and O(VtbVts) one

BR(K+ ! !+""̄)/BRSM

BR
(K

L
!

!0 ""̄
)/B

R S
M

Left + Right

Left only

Impact of  on NPK ! !""̄
e.g.) Z’ model

[Aebischer, Buras, Kumar, 2006.01138]

2 Basic Formalism 7

Im� Re�
"0/" ⇤

"K ⇤ ⇤

�MK ⇤ ⇤

KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ ⇤

K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ ⇤ ⇤

KL ! µ+µ�
⇤

KS ! µ+µ�
⇤

KL ! ⇡0`+`� ⇤

Table 1: The dependence of various observables on the imaginary and/or real parts
of Z 0 and Z flavour-violating couplings.

In the context of our presentation we will see that in most of our Z 0 scenarios "K and not
KL ! µ+µ� is the most important observable for the determination of the real parts of the
new couplings after the "0/" constraint has been imposed. This can be traced back to Yukawa
RG e↵ects. Additional constraint will come from �MK .

2.2 SMEFT at work

The interaction Lagrangian of a Z 0 = (1, 1)0 field and the SM fermions reads:

LZ0 =� gij
q
(q̄i�µqj)Z 0

µ
� gij

u
(ūi�µuj)Z 0

µ
� gij

d
(d̄i�µdj)Z 0

µ
(14)

� gij
`
(¯̀i�µ`j)Z 0

µ
� gij

e
(ēi�µej)Z 0

µ
.

Here qi and `i denote left-handed SU(2)L doublets and ui, di and ei are right-handed singlets.
This Z 0 theory will then be matched at the scale MZ0 onto the SMEFT, generating the

operators listed in Table 2. In the Warsaw basis [45] the tree-level matching [46] with the
couplings in (14) is given for purely left-handed vector operators by:

⇥
C
``

⇤
ijkl

= �
gij
`
gkl
`

2M2
Z0

,
⇥
C
(1)
qq

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
q
gkl
q

2M2
Z0

, (15)

⇥
C
(1)
`q

⇤
ijkl

= �
gij
`
gkl
q

M2
Z0

. (16)

For purely right-handed vector operators one finds:

⇥
C
ee

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
e
gkl
e

2M2
Z0

,
⇥
C
dd

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
d
gkl
d

2M2
Z0

, (17)

⇥
C
uu

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
u
gkl
u

2M2
Z0

,
⇥
C
ed

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
e
gkl
d

M2
Z0

, (18)

⇥
C
eu

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
e
gkl
u

M2
Z0

,
⇥
C
(1)
ud

⇤
ijkl

=�
gij
u
gkl
d

M2
Z0

. (19)

[Buras, 1601.00005]

b
c

(

"(

Z- 

sL dL
Left-handed

Z- 

sR dR
Right-handed

Left + Right scenario

Left or Right scenario

→strong correlation btwn 
BR(KL) and BR(K+)  

tight constraint from )K

possible cancellation in  )K
→no strong correlation

▶︎ Correlation btwn BR(KL) and BR(K+)  

Same features in various NP model like MSSM and Randall-Sundrum models 

provide model-independent test for NP at scale ~O(100 TeV) 



[Buras, 1601.00005]

b
c

(

"(

▶︎ Correlation with others

With improved measurements it will be possibly to select the favorite scenarios

5 Z Contributions: Numerics 26

in the presence of Z contributions. Therefore, for a given value of "0 the e↵ect in semi-leptonic
decays and �MK is enhanced as compared to the Z 0-solo scenario. By changing the sign of
the third-generation couplings, a constructive e↵ect can be achieved for "0 .

In the left chart of Figure 11 R0
⌫⌫̄

and R+
⌫⌫̄ are enhanced whereas �MK is suppressed. The

modified Z contributions can have large influence on KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ which is less pronounced for
K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ for moderate values of "0/". The e↵ect in �MK is also less pronounced since the
modified Z coupling enters quadratically. For the predictions of the (semi)-leptonic decays in
the right chart in Figure 11 the e↵ect of the generated FV Z coupling is significant for larger
absolute values of "0 and predicts enhancements of all considered ratios.

Figure 11: This figure shows how the Z-contributions to "0/" and other Kaon ob-
servables are generated from a Z 0 through RG running.

5.3 "0/" and Rare decays from RG-Induced Z

In our previous discussion we found that in order to have significant BSM contributions to "0/"
within the EWP scenario right-handed flavour diagonal couplings to the first generation quarks
are required. However, in this subsection we show that one can also get BSM contributions
to "0/" even from purely left-handed Z 0 couplings. This can happen through top-Yukawa RG
running e↵ects. For this purpose we assume a scenario in which at the high scale the diagonal
couplings to the first generation quarks vanish and allow for a rather large third generation
coupling, namely

g21
q

6= 0 , g11
u

= g11
d

= 0 , g33
q

= 0.5 . (80)

This choice ensures vanishing of the direct Z 0 contribution to "0/" through EWPs. In this

setup the Wilson coe�cient
⇥
C
(1)
qq

⇤
2133

is generated at the BSM scale, which in turn generates⇥
C
(1)
Hq

⇤
21

at the EW scale through top-Yukawa RGEs, as shown in (67). This leads to the
flavour violating coupling of the Z-boson (74)

[�d

L
(Z)]21 = �gZ

y2
t
Nc

8⇡2
v2
⇥
C
(1)
qq

⇤
2133

ln
⇣µEW

⇤

⌘
, (81)

()- /))NP = *)- . 10#3

BR(K+)/BRSM

BR(KL)/BRSM

BR(KL ! !0%%̄)/BRSM

BR(KS ! %%̄)/BRSM

BR(KL ! !0eē)/BRSM

(RBC-UKQCD 2020, the room left for BSM)

+MBSM
K /+Mexp

K

Impact of  on NPK ! !""̄
e.g.) Z’ model

Z- 

sL dL
Left-handed

Z- 

sR dR
Right-handed

[Aebischer, Buras, Kumar, 2006.01138]



Hot topics related to  last few yearsK ! !""̄

B anomaly

 NP in  ?*(1) )- /) KOTO “excess”?
              :  Direct CPV in  
Deviation btw SM with lattice and data (2015)
→ New lattice results is consistent (2020)

)- /) K ! !! 3 events observed (2019)
         ~3σ tension?
→ BG consistent (2020)

Lepton flavor universality violation 
in B semi-leptonic decays (2015-)

Different flavor

Correlation, CPV

KL ! !0""̄ K+ ! !+""̄ K ! !X
 : invisible particleX

Various NP models have 
been studied though not 
referred here

Dark sector search
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Connection with B anomaly
Lepton Flavor Universality Violation in semi-leptonic B decays have been reported by 
Belle and LHCb 

arXiv:0804.4412

The decays B ! K!!+!", where K! ! K" and
!+!" is either an e+e" or µ+µ" pair, arise from flavor-
changing neutral currents (FCNC), which are forbidden
at tree level in the Standard Model (SM). The lowest-
order SM processes contributing to these decays are the
photon or Z penguin and the W+W" box diagrams
shown in Fig. 1. The amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of e!ective Wilson coe"cients for the electromag-
netic penguin, Ceff

7 , and the vector and axial-vector elec-
troweak contributions, Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 respectively, arising
from the interference of the Z penguin and W+W" box
diagrams [1]. The angular distributions in these decays
as a function of dilepton mass squared q2 = m2

!+!! are
sensitive to many possible new physics contributions [2].

We describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle #K between the K and the B directions in the K!

rest frame. A fit to cos #K of the form [3]

3

2
FL cos2 #K +

3

4
(1 " FL)(1 " cos2 #K) (1)

determines FL, the K! longitudinal polarization fraction.
We also describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle #! between the !+(!") and the B(B) direction in
the !+!" rest frame. A fit to cos #! of the form [3]

3

4
FL(1"cos2 #!)+

3

8
(1"FL)(1+cos2 #!)+AFB cos #! (2)

determines AFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme-
try. These measurements are done in a low q2 region
0.1 < q2 < 6.25 GeV2/c4, and in a high q2 region above
10.24 GeV2/c4. We remove the J/$ and $(2S) resonances
by vetoing events in the regions q2 = 6.25-10.24 GeV2/c4

and q2 = 12.96-14.06 GeV2/c4 respectively.
The SM predicts a distinctive variation of AFB arising

from the interference between the di!erent amplitudes.
The expected SM dependence of AFB and FL on q2 along
with variations due to opposite-sign Wilson coe"cients
are shown in Fig. 3. At low q2, where Ceff

7 dominates,
AFB is expected to be small with a zero-crossing point
at q2 # 4 GeV2/c4 [4, 5, 6]. There is an experimental con-
straint on the magnitude of Ceff

7 coming from the branch-
ing fraction for b ! s% [6, 7], which corresponds to the
limit q2 ! 0. However, a reversal of the sign of Ceff

7 is

q q

b st,c,u
W −

γ , Z

l +

l −

q q

b st,c,u

W +W − ν

l − l +

FIG. 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for b ! s!+!!.

allowed. At high q2, the product of Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 is ex-
pected to give a large positive asymmetry. Right-handed
weak currents have an opposite-sign Ceff

9 Ceff

10 which would
give a negative AFB at high q2. Contributions from non-
SM processes can change the magnitudes and relative
signs of Ceff

7 , Ceff

9 and Ceff

10, and may introduce complex
phases between them [3, 8]. An experimental determi-
nation of FL is required to obtain a model-independent
AFB result, and thus avoid drawing possibly incorrect
inferences about new physics from our observations.

We reconstruct signal events in six separate flavor-
specific final states containing an e+e" or µ+µ" pair,
and a K!(892) candidate reconstructed as K+"", K+"0

or K0
S
"+ (or their charge conjugates). To understand

combinatorial backgrounds we also reconstruct samples
containing the same hadronic final states and e±µ# pairs,
where no signal is expected because of lepton flavor con-
servation. To understand backgrounds from hadrons (h)
misidentified as muons, we similarly reconstruct samples
containing h±µ# pairs with no particle identification re-
quirement for the h±.

We use a dataset of 384 million BB pairs collected
at the & (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector [9] at
the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e" collider. Track-
ing is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker
and a 40-layer drift chamber in a 1.5 T magnetic field.
We identify electrons with a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeter, muons with an instrumented magnetic flux
return, and K+ using a detector of internally reflected
Cherenkov light as well as ionization energy loss infor-
mation. Charged tracks other than identified e, µ and
K candidates are treated as pions. Electrons (muons)
are required to have momenta p > 0.3(0.7)GeV/c in the
laboratory frame. We add photons to electrons when
they are consistent with bremsstrahlung, and do not use
electrons that arise from photon conversions to low-mass
e+e" pairs. Neutral K0

S
! "+"" candidates are required

to have an invariant mass consistent with the nominal K0

mass [10], and a flight distance from the e+e" interac-
tion point which is more than three times its uncertainty.
Neutral pion candidates are formed from two photons
with E" > 50 MeV, and an invariant mass between 115
and 155 MeV/c2. We require K!(892) candidates to have
an invariant mass 0.82 < M(K") < 0.97 GeV/c2.

B ! K!!+!" decays are characterized by the kine-
matic variables mES =

!

s/4 " p!2B and #E = E!
B "$

s/2, where p!B and E!
B are the reconstructed B mo-

mentum and energy in the center-of-mass (CM) frame,
and

$
s is the total CM energy. We define a fit re-

gion mES > 5.2 GeV/c2, with "0.07 < #E < 0.04
("0.04 < #E < 0.04) GeV for e+e" (µ+µ") final
states in the low q2 region, and "0.08 < #E < 0.05
("0.05 < #E < 0.05) GeV for high q2. We use the
wider (narrower)#E windows to select the e±µ# (h±µ#)
background samples.

The most significant background arises from random
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Connection with B anomaly
 Natural link with LFUV effects in B, thanks to the presence of 3rd generation leptons in 
the final state 3rd gen.

e.g.) EFT approach with flavor symmetry 
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Figure 1. Left: allowed range for the real and imaginary parts of the NP Wilson coe�cient C
NP
sd,⌧ .

Right: correlation between B(K+ ! ⇡
+
⌫⌫̄) and RD(⇤) for di↵erent values of the parameter ✓q (with

�q = c13 = 0); the coloured regions are the experimental measurements at 1�, the dark green band is
the SM prediction.

where we have defined

R0 =
1

⇤2

1p
2GF

. (4.6)

In the limit where we neglect sub-leading terms suppressed by the small leptonic spurion, NP
does not a↵ect B(B ! D

(⇤)
`⌫̄) for the light leptons. This allows us to fix the overall scale of

NP via the relation
h
R

⌧/µ
D(⇤) � 1

i
⇡ 2R0(1� ✓q cos�q) = 0.24± 0.07 . (4.7)

The reference e↵ective scale of NP, obtained for ✓q ! 0, is ⇤0 ⇡ 700GeV. Notice that higher
scales of NP can be obtained if ✓q = O(1) and cos�q < 0, obtaining in this way a better
compatibility with constraints from direct searches [40] and electroweak precision tests [41,42].
On the other hand, the NP contribution to RD(⇤) vanishes in the case of alignment of the flavour
symmetry to up-type quarks (✓q ! 1,�q ! 0).

4.2 LFU violating contributions to K ! ⇡⌫⌫̄

The operators (3.7) contribute to s ! d⌫⌫̄ transitions through the term proportional to the Vq

spurion in (3.5),
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✓
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q V

⇤
tsVtd(s̄L�µdL)(⌫̄⌧�µ⌫⌧ ). (4.8)

Neglecting, in first approximation, the NP contribution to s ! d⌫`⌫̄` (` = e, µ) amplitudes, we
can write
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where C
SM,e↵
sd,⌧ ⇡ �8.5⇥ e

0.11i includes also the long-distance contributions of (2.3).
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Connection with B anomaly

e.g.)  LQ modelS1 + S2
[Marzocca, Trifinopoulos, Venturini 2106.15630]

 could potentially take 
values that can be probed by the end of 
stage 1 of the KOTO experiment 

BR(KL ! !0""̄)

Figure 4: Allowed region obtained by varying the couplings �1(3)L
s⌧ and �

1(3)L
d⌧

,relevant for
the B ! K⌫⌫ decays (left), and the couplings �3L

sµ
and �

3L
dµ

relevant for the KL,S ! µµ

decays (right). The rest of the couplings are fixed to the best-fit point couplings in Eq.
(3.11) of Ref. [37] and compatibility with the global fit is retained at 68% (green) and 95%
(yellow) CL. On the left plot, the gray region is excluded by the Grossman-Nir bound,
the red solid and dashed lines represent the present measurement from NA62, the dotted
brown line the sensitivity prospect for KOTO after stage-I, while the dotted purple one
the final sensitivity expected from NA62 and KOTO (stage-II). On the right plot, the red
solid line represents the bound set in Ref. [76] and the red dashed line the future prospects
by LHCb [77].

see that B(KL ! ⇡
0
⌫⌫) could potentially take values that can be probed by the end of

stage 1 of the KOTO experiment.
By letting vary the �

3L
sµ

and �
3L
dµ

complex couplings we find that the short distance
contribution to KS ! µµ can reach values of the order of the long-distance one, while
that to the KL mode saturate the theory-derived constraint [76]. In the right plot of Fig. 4
we present the 68% and 95% CL regions from the best-fit point in these two observables.
Considering the ⇡ 30% uncertainty on the SM prediction for the KS mode, we notice that
a significant part of the preferred region features NP e↵ects that are distinguishable from
the SM ones. As a matter of fact, the future prospects look promising, since the LHCb
Upgrade II plans to exclude branching fractions down to near the SM prediction [77] (see
dashed line in Fig. 4).

Regarding µ ! e transition in nuclei we expect a very similar result to the one shown
in Fig. 3, since even in that case the observables saturate the present bounds and there
is additional freedom if the flavor symmetry assumption is removed.

5 Conclusions

The observed anomalies in B decays can potentially be addressed in LQ scenarios. While
couplings to first generation of fermions are not required to describe these deviations, and
could therefore be set to zero in a bottom-up approach, the typical expectation from UV

12

w/o flavor symmetry

global fit at 68% (green) 
and 95% (yellow) CL 

Leptoquark(LQ) solution (scalar and vector) is the best 
solution for B anomaly so far

LQ (GUT, Composite model, SUSY with R-parity violation)
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Fig. 3 The relevant Feynman
diagrams for the neutrino-quark
interactions mediated by the
scalar LQ S1

Fig. 4 The relevant Feynman
diagrams for the neutrino-quark
interactions mediated by the
vector LQ U1

neutrino, is denoted by Att!"(E!). The incoming neutrino
flux is given by d#

f
!"/dE! , where the incoming astro-

physical neutrino flux follows the isotropic single unbro-
ken power-law spectrum. This spectrum is given by [51]

d#astro
!"

dE!
= 3$0 f"

!
E!

100 TeV

"!%

, (5.2)

where f" is the fraction of neutrinos of each flavor ". The
fit is performed assuming a (1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3)" flavor
ratio, which yields the best fit value for the spectral index
% = 2.89+0.20

!0.19, with a normalization $0 = 6.45+1.46
!0.46 #

10!18 GeV cm!2s!1sr!1 at 1& significance.
The neutrino-nucleon differential cross section for differ-

ent channels in case of the CC and the NC interactions is
given by d& ch

!"
(E!, y)/dy. The SM differential cross section

is given by Eq. (B.1) in Appendix B. At the IceCube detec-
tor the neutrinos interact with the nucleons present in the
ice. We assume that the natural ice nucleus can be treated
as an isoscalar with 10 protons and 8 neutrons. We calcu-
late the event spectra of showers and tracks for each fla-
vor in case of SM assuming an isotropic power-law spec-
trum. Since we find that the largest contribution to the event
spectra comes from the !e showers, the electron neutrino
should be sensitive to the NP effects if one is to have an
enhanced effect compared to the SM. We therefore study
next the effect of S1 and U1 on the IceCube spectrum when
these LQs couple the first generation quark to the elec-
tron.

The scalar LQ S1 mediates the NC interactions !"d $ !"d
and !"d $ !"%d and the CC interactions !"ū $ "d̄,
!"ū $ "%d̄ , and d!" $ u", d!" $ u"%, where " &=
"%. The Feynman diagrams for the relevant processes are
shown in Fig. 3. The charm contribution towards the t-
channel CC process depicted in Fig. 3(iii), due to small
PDFs, is maximally around 0.001% for the choice of the

mass and the couplings considered here and is therefore
neglected. The differential ! j N cross sections, in the pres-
ence of the S1 interactions, are given by Eq. (B.8) in
Appendix B.1.

The vector LQ U1 contributes to both the NC and CC
interactions. The relevant Feynman diagrams, in the pres-
ence of U1, are shown in Fig. 4. The ui in Fig. 4 repre-
sents the contributions from all three generations of up-type
quarks. Note, however, that the charm contributions towards
the NC processes, due to small PDFs, are of the order of
0.001% and can be safely neglected. The differential ! j N
cross sections in the presence of the U1 interaction are given
by Eq. (B.10) in Appendix (B.2). The U1 LQ compared to
the S1 case interferes with the SM leading to interesting
features. Since the U1 LQ interferes with the SM contri-
bution, we show in Fig. 5 the ratio of the !eN total cross
sections for the SM + U1 and the SM for different values
of masses and couplings. The interference effect is clearly
visible for low values of mass and large values of ' L

de. The
seven years of IceCube data have fewer events when com-
pared to the SM in the 200–300 TeV energy range whereas
for energies above 1000 TeV there are more events when
compared to the SM. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that there is
a crossover in the relevant energy range making it an inter-
esting feature for a more detailed study. We would like to
point out that the inclusion of ' L

dµ and/or ' L
d( will push the

crossover away from the interesting energy range. The three
couplings then have to be adjusted so as to get the required
effect.

We study whether the SM + LQ scenarios result in
a better or a worse fit of the IceCube data compared
to the SM case by calculating parameter ) that corre-
sponds to the percent change in '2 [53]. We accordingly
define

'2
model =

bins#

i'100 TeV

(Nmodeli ! Ndatai )
2

Ndatai
,

123
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Summary
 Kaon rare decays  and  are Golden mode for NPKL ! !0""̄ K+ ! !+""̄

 Hot discussions related 
to  last few 
years

K ! !""̄

▶︎ CKM unitary triangle fit
▶︎ High-scale NP
▶︎ selection the favorite scenarios

 Measurement  will have impact on K ! !""̄

Lattice, Belle 2, LHCb


